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New York Times bestseller: The true story of the WWII naval battle
portrayed in the Roland Emmerich film is “something special among
war histories” (Chicago Sun-Times). Six months after Pearl Harbor,
the seemingly invincible Imperial Japanese Navy prepared a decisive
blow against the United States. After sweeping through Asia and the
South Pacific, Japan’s military targeted the tiny atoll of Midway, an
ideal launching pad for the invasion of Hawaii and beyond. But the US
Navy would be waiting for them. Thanks to cutting-edge codebreaking technology, tactical daring, and a significant stroke of luck,
the Americans under Adm. Chester W. Nimitz dealt Japan’s navy its
first major defeat in the war. Three years of hard fighting remained,
but it was at Midway that the tide turned. This “stirring, even
suspenseful narrative” is the first book to tell the story of the epic
battle from both the American and Japanese sides (Newsday). Miracle
at Midway reveals how America won its first and greatest victory of
the Pacific war—and how easily it could have been a loss.
This is the first book to examine the process of railway development in
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Japan, Korea, Taiwan, and China from historical and comparative
perspectives. Moreover, it discusses and compares the East Asian
experiences of railway development with cases in Germany, which
was a mainstay of railway development in Europe. After the opening
of Japan in the mid-nineteenth century, the country achieved import
substitution of locomotives in half a century. This book explores the
social capability of Meiji Japan to overtake the advanced countries in
railway technology. Parallel with the expansion of the Japanese
empire, a large team of engineers constructed and operated the
colonial government railways of Taiwan and Korea and the South
Manchuria Railway. The book clearly outlines the education and
training of these engineers. The management capabilities of the
colonial railways and South Manchuria Railway were transferred to
the postwar period, and such expertise supported the economic
development of each country and region. These dramatic East Asian
experiences of railway development are compared with European
cases, mainly German railways.
Originally published in 1940 by the Institute of Pacific Relations(IPR),
this classic work by a leading 20th-century Japanologist has
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anenduring value. Japan's Emergence as a Modern Stateexamines the
problems and accomplishments of the Meiji period(1868-1912). This
edition includes forewords by: R. Gordon Robertson, aformer member
of the Canadian Department of External Affairs; LenEdwards, the
present Canadian ambassador to Japan; and William L.Holland, former
secretary-general of the IPR; as well as a preface andintroduction by
Lawrence Woods. Also included are 10 short essays byleading
Canadian, Japanese, and American scholars of Japanese
politics,history, and economics,
The Reports of General MacArthur include two volumes being
published by the Department of the Army in four books reproduced
exactly as they were printed by General MacArthur's Tokyo
headquarters in 1950, except for the addition of this foreword and
indexes. Since they were Government property, the general turned
over to the Department in 1953 these volumes and related source
materials. In Army and National Archives custody these materials
have been available for research although they have not been easily
accessible. While he lived, General MacArthur was unwilling to
approve the reproduction and dissemination of the reports, because
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he believed they needed further editing and correction of some
inaccuracies. His passing permits publication but not the correction
he deemed desirable. In publishing them, the Department of the Army
must therefore disclaim any responsibility for their accuracy. But the
Army also recognizes that these volumes have substantial and
enduring value, and it believes the American people are entitled to
have them made widely available through government publication.
The preliminary work for compiling the MacArthur volumes began in
1943 within the G-3 Section of his General Staff, and was carried
forward after the war by members of the G--2 Section, headed by Maj.
Gen. Charles A. Willoughby with Professor Gordon W. Prange, on
leave from the University of Maryland, as his principal professional
assistant. Volume II of the reports represents the contributions of
Japanese officers employed to tell their story of operations against
MacArthur's forces.
Major Fleet-versus-fleet Operations in the Pacific War, 1941-1945
The China Weekly Review
Sleep Disorders and Sleep Deprivation
Overseas Operations and Global Marketing
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Midnight in Broad Daylight
A Study of Defending America
Staff Ride Handbook for the Attack on Pearl Harbor, 7 December
1941
This book creates a platform for music educators to share their experience and
expertise in creative music teaching and learning with the international community.
It presents research studies and practices that are original and representative of
music education in the Japanese, Asian and international communities. It also collects
substantial literature on music education research in Japan and other Asian societies,
enabling English-speaking readers to access excellent research and practical
experiences in non-English societies.
History has been defined as the study of the past. The study of wars and generals,
presidents and empires, discoveries and newfound territories. The plights of everyday
people, living extraordinary lives as they fought for freedom, rights and dignity,
moral values, peace, and prosperity. However, these events do not even begin to
scratch the surface of what history truly is and its eternal purpose. History Is History. It
is God's story of what He has done throughout time and with each and every single
person to ever walk the face of the planet. Beholding true History is about seeing
God's hands in everything and being able to appreciate how He continually molds
and shapes even the most common events. Everything from where an individual is
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standing during a war to words of encouragement given to a stranger to split second
decisions have all been used by grace of the Almighty. Every moment in History has a
purpose. Every day common occurrences to extraordinary acts of heroism have been
orchestrated by God to shape the course of humanity and to bring glory and honor to
His precious and holy name. When people are able to see the connection between
God's mighty hands of care and direction throughout their lives, History no longer
becomes a random series of events. God's hands were in every second of the Battle of
Stalingrad, His hands molded and shaped the man who went from being the planner
of the Pearl Harbor disaster to becoming an evangelist for Christ. God helped Patton
and his men when he prayed for a break in the weather. God helped the men during
the Vietnam War to help stop the spread of communism. God was guiding the voyage
and purpose behind Christopher Columbus's journeys. When people see History, the
way God intends for it to be seen, lives are changed. Gratitude, amazement, and awe
are just the beginning to understanding and appreciating the wonderful works of the
Almighty God throughout History.
An introduction to Japan's burgeoning beauty culture, which investigates a range of
phenomenon - aesthetic salons, dieting products, male beauty activities, and beauty
language - to find out why Japanese women and men are paying so much attention
to their bodies. It aims to challenge various assumptions about the naturalness of
beauty standards.
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The final months of Allied naval bombardments on the Home Islands during World
War II have, for whatever reason, frequently been overlooked by historians. Yet the
Allies' final naval campaign against Japan involved the largest and arguably most
successful wartime naval fleet ever assembled, and was the climax to the greatest
naval war in history. Though suffering grievous losses during its early attacks, by July
1945 the United States Third Fleet wielded 1,400 aircraft just off the coast of Japan,
while Task Force 37, the British Pacific Fleet's carrier and battleship striking force, was
the most powerful single formation ever assembled by the Royal Navy. In the final
months of the war the Third Fleet's 20 American and British aircraft carriers would
hurl over 10,000 aerial sorties against the Home Islands, whilst another ten Allied
battleships would inflict numerous morale-destroying shellings on Japanese coastal
cities. In this illustrated study, historian Brian Lane Herder draws on primary sources
and expert analysis to chronicle the full story of the Allies' Navy Siege of Japan from
February 1945 to the very last days of World War II.
Political and Economic Problems of the Meiji Period
Miracle at Midway
Japanese Woodblock Prints
History is HIStory
Human Migration Issues in Northeast Asia
The Development of Railway Technology in East Asia in Comparative Perspective
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Politics, Language, Textuality
Japanese woodblock prints, or ukiyo-e, are the most recognizable Japanese art form.
Their massive popularity has spread from Japan to be embraced by a worldwide
audience. Covering the period from the beginning of the Japanese woodblock print
in the 1680s until the year 1900, Japanese Woodblock Prints provides a detailed
survey of all the famous ukiyo-e artists, along with over 500 full-color prints. Unlike
previous examinations of this art form, Japanese Woodblock Prints includes detailed
histories of the publishers of woodblock prints—who were often the driving force
determining which prints, and therefore which artists, would make it into mass
circulation for a chance at critical and popular success. Invaluable as a guide for
ukiyo-e enthusiasts looking for detailed information about their favorite Japanese
woodblock print artists and prints, it is also an ideal introduction for newcomers to
the world of the woodblock print. This lavishly illustrated book will be a valued
addition to the libraries of scholars, as well as the general art enthusiast.
A must-have for fans of over-the-top high school comedies like School Rumble and
The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, this is the sixth volume in the New York Times
bestselling series. The gang is back in school and it's nearly time for the Culture
Festival. Ryuuji and Taiga and the rest of Class 2-C can't figure out what to do for
the event, until a random lottery pick tasks them with presenting... a pro-wrestling
performance?! Over on the home front, Taiga's dad has decided to pop back into her
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life. The possibility of a divorce with his current wife could mean a reunion with his
estranged daughter, but Taiga doesn't trust the old man. Ryuuji feels conflicted.
While he hopes for a happily-ever-after between father and daughter, it could spell
the end of his own "domestic bliss" with Taiga.
This superbly illustrated book on the surgical treatment of pediatric colorectal
problems focuses in particular on the specific technical maneuvers that may be
considered key to successful results. The presented management concepts are
based on a database comprising over 5000 patients, more than 2300 of whom have
been operated on by one of the authors as lead surgeon over the past 30 years. The
full range of colorectal disorders in children is thus covered, from cloaca and
fistulas to rare presentations. In addition, chapters are included on topics such as
prenatal diagnosis, minimally invasive techniques, recent advances in imaging, and
a bowel management program for fecal incontinence. Surgical Treatment of
Colorectal Problems in Children is eminently a practical book. Clarity, simplicity and
applicability are emphasized throughout. The excellence of the illustrations and
photographs is a crucial feature and the reader will also have access to instructive
videos of procedures.
On August 6, 1945, Hiroshima was destroyed by the first atom bomb ever dropped
on a city. This book, John Hersey's journalistic masterpiece, tells what happened on
that day. Told through the memories of survivors, this timeless, powerful and
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compassionate document has become a classic "that stirs the conscience of
humanity" (The New York Times). Almost four decades after the original publication
of this celebrated book, John Hersey went back to Hiroshima in search of the people
whose stories he had told. His account of what he discovered about them is now the
eloquent and moving final chapter of Hiroshima.
Surgical Treatment of Colorectal Problems in Children
Japanese Destroyer Captain
Learning to be Ladylike
Crossing National Borders
Weekly World News Digest with Cumulative Index
Warbirds of the Sea
The Geology of Japan

This book, now in a thoroughly revised second edition,
offers a comprehensive review of the rapidly growing field
of optogenetics, in which light-sensing proteins are
genetically engineered into cells in order to acquire
information on cellular physiology in optical form or to
enable control of specific network in the brain upon
activation by light. Light-sensing proteins of various
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living organisms are now available to be exogenously
expressed in neurons and other target cells both in vivo and
in vitro. Cellular functions can thus be manipulated or
probed by light. The new edition documents fully the
extensive progress since publication of the first edition to
provide an up-to-date overview of the physical, chemical,
and biological properties of light-sensing proteins and
their application in biological systems, particularly in
neuroscience but also in medicine and the optical sciences.
Underlying principles are explained and detailed information
provided on a wide range of optogenetic tools for the
observation and control of cellular signaling and
physiology, gene targeting technologies, and optical methods
for biological applications. In presenting the current
status of optogenetics and emerging directions, this
milestone publication will be a "must read" for all involved
in research in any way related to optogenetics.
One third of the Japanese female workforce are 'office
ladies' and their training takes place in the many women's
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junior colleges. Office ladies are low-wage, low-status
secretaries who have little or no job security. Brian J.
McVeigh draws on his experience as a teacher at one such
institution to explore the cultural and social processes
used to promote 'femininity' in Japanese women. His detailed
and ethnographically-informed study considers how the
students of these institutions are socialized to fit their
future dual roles of employees and mothers, and illuminates
the sociopolitical role that the colleges play in Japanese
society as a whole.
This clinical casebook presents a comprehensive review of
common sleep problems in adolescents in a concise, easy-toread format. Each chapter thoroughly addresses a unique
sleep disorder in teenagers through illustrative cases,
reviews of relevant literature, and pearls of wisdom for
both the practicing sleep specialist and other practitioners
involved in the care of adolescents. Early chapters address
various sleep disorders in detail: parasomnias, narcolepsy,
obstructive sleep apnea, and delayed sleep-wake phase
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disorder, providing clear treatment considerations. Later
chapters address sleep when complicated by issues of major
depression, PTSD, epilepsy, and Traumatic Brain Injury. Indepth discussions and differential diagnosis engage the
reader, and offer a multitude of research-based and
clinically guided recommendations for the evaluation and
treatment of sleep disorders in the adolescent. An ideal,
practical resource for clinicians at all levels, Sleep
Disorders In Adolescents provides a valuable contribution to
adolescent care.
Vol. 34 includes "Special tariff conference issue" Nov. 6,
1925.
Monastic Warriors and Sohei in Japanese History
Life in a Japanese Women's College
Japan's Emergence as a Modern State
Exploring Contemporary Japanese Body Aesthetics
The Naval Siege of Japan 1945
Hiroshima
Song, Dance, Storytelling
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Covers the history and combat career of aircraft carriers and
shipboard aircraft from their conception into the future.
This book reviews the current status of semiconductor materials for
conversion of sunlight to electricity, and highlights advances in
both basic science and manufacturing. Photovoltaic (PV) solar
electric technology will be a significant contributor to world energy
supplies when reliable, efficient PV power products are manufactured
in large volumes at low cost. Expert chapters cover the full range of
semiconductor materials for solar-to-electricity conversion, from
crystalline silicon and amorphous silicon to cadmium telluride,
copper indium gallium sulfide selenides, dye sensitized solar cells,
organic solar cells, and environmentally friendly copper zinc tin
sulfide selenides. The latest methods for synthesis and
characterization of solar cell materials are described, together with
techniques for measuring solar cell efficiency. Semiconductor
Materials for Solar Photovoltaic Cells presents the current state of
the art as well as key details about future strategies to increase
the efficiency and reduce costs, with particular focus on how to
reduce the gap between laboratory scale efficiency and commercial
module efficiency. This book will aid materials scientists and
engineers in identifying research priorities to fulfill energy needs,
and will also enable researchers to understand novel semiconductor
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materials that are emerging in the solar market. This integrated
approach also gives science and engineering students a sense of the
excitement and relevance of materials science in the development of
novel semiconductor materials. · Provides a comprehensive
introduction to solar PV cell materials · Reviews current and future
status of solar cells with respect to cost and efficiency · Covers
the full range of solar cell materials, from silicon and thin films
to dye sensitized and organic solar cells · Offers an in-depth
account of the semiconductor material strategies and directions for
further research · Features detailed tables on the world leaders in
efficiency demonstrations · Edited by scientists with experience in
both research and industry
Peking ceded Formosa to Japan in 1895, whereupon Japan became the
first Asian power in modern times to possess a colony, and the island
became a testing ground for imperial policies. For two centuries the
Formosan Chinese had resisted authority imposed upon them by
inefficient continental Chinese. Now, Tokyo extended to insular
Formosa many organizing, modernizing measures characterizing Japan's
own vigorous Meiji Revolution. During the next fifty years, as living
standards rose to approach those of Japan proper, early leaderless
Formosan resistance to alien rule developed into organized appeals
for effective representation in local government and at Tokyo. With
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reversion to continental Chinese control at the end of World War II,
Formosans expected to conserve and enhance gains made during the
Japanese era. Bitter disappointment promptly led again to rebellious
relations with the continent. The author, long resident in Formosa
and exclusively concerned with Formosan affairs while in government
service during and after World War II, is well qualified to comment
upon Formosa's history and prospects. He concludes that the Japanese
era left an ineradicable mark upon the island people, an
understanding of which will illuminate developments when Peking later
undertakes the formidable task of converting Formosa into a fully
disciplined and integrated province of the People's Republic of
China.
International migration and other types of cross-border movement are
becoming an important part of international relations in Northeast
Asia. In this pioneering study, experts on China, Japan, Korea,
Mongolia, and Russia examine the political, economic, social, and
cultural dimensions of the interaction between border-crossing
individuals and host communities. The book highlights the challenges
facing national and local leaders in each country and suggests needed
changes in national and international policies. The authors analyze
population trends and migration patterns in each country: Chinese
migration to the Russian Far East; Chinese, Koreans, and Russians in
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Japan; North Koreans in China; and migration issues in South Korea
and Mongolia. The book introduces a wealth of empirical material and
insight to both international migration studies and Northeast Asian
area studies.
Between China and Japan
Light-Sensing Proteins and Their Applications in Neuroscience and
Beyond
A History of Aircraft Carriers & Carrier-based Aircraft
Toradora!
Formosa
The Next Arms Race
These essays and reviews by Joshua Fogel, written over the past 35 years, focus on the
cultural and political interactions between China and Japan. The represent pioneering efforts to
assess these two histories together.
This sourcebook contains more than 160 documents and writings that reflect the development
of Taiwanese literature from the early modern period to the twenty-first century. Selections
include seminal essays in literary debates, polemics, and other landmark events; interviews,
diaries, and letters by major authors; critical and retrospective essays by influential writers,
editors, and scholars; transcripts of historical speeches and conferences; literary-society
manifestos and inaugural journal prefaces; and governmental policy pronouncements that
have significantly influenced Taiwanese literature. These texts illuminate Asia's experience
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with modernization, colonialism, and postcolonialism; the character of Taiwan's Cold War and
post–Cold War cultural production; gender and environmental issues; indigenous movements;
and the changes and challenges of the digital revolution. Taiwan's complex history with Dutch,
Spanish, and Japanese colonization; strategic geopolitical position vis-à-vis China, Japan, and
the United States; and status as a hub for the East-bound circulation of technological and
popular-culture trends make the nation an excellent case study for a richer understanding of
East Asian and modern global relations.
This book examines the global corporate strategy of Japanese multi-national enterprises
(MNEs) and analyses their position in today’s business environment. Focusing in particular
upon Indonesia, Kenya, Nigeria, South Africa, Sri Lanka and Vietnam, Japanese Global
Strategy presents nine empirical case studies on companies including Denso, Furukawa
Electric and Yamaha Motor. Based on questionnaires and interviews with senior managers,
this book applies the hybrid theories of application and adaptation to each company’s
corporate strategy. By delving into the historical reasons behind investing in strategy, the
author asserts that MNEs should be a priory for Asian markets, making this an invaluable read
for anyone researching international business and Asian business more specifically.
This highly regarded war memoir was a best seller in both Japan and the United States during
the 1960s and has long been treasured by historians for its insights into the Japanese side of
the surface war in the Pacific. The author was a survivor of more than one hundred sorties
against the Allies and was known throughout Japan as the Unsinkable Captain. A hero to his
countrymen, Capt. Hara exemplified the best in Japanese surface commanders: highly skilled,
hard driving, and aggressive. Moreover, he maintained a code of honor worthy of his samurai
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grandfather, and, as readers of this book have come to appreciate, he was as free with praise
for American courage and resourcefulness as he was critical of himself and his senior
commanders.
Asian Recorder
War Plan Orange Triumphant
Reports of General MacArthur
Facts on File Yearbook
One Man's Justice
Licensed Revolution and the Home Rule Movement, 1895–1945
Optogenetics

Hiroshima and Nagasaki have been destroyed. Japan is in ruins and
occupied by the Americans. Takuya, an ex-officer in the Imperial Army,
has returned to his native village only to learn that the Occupation
authorities are intensifying their efforts to apprehend suspected war
criminals. And those who are found guilty are being sentenced to
death. Fearing that his role in the execution of a number of American
pilots, Takuya takes to the road and becomes a fugitive in his own
country. One Man's Justice is both a reflection on the murky reality of
war and a page-turning novel of pursuit and escape.
Meticulously researched and beautifully written, the true story of a
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Japanese American family that found itself on opposite sides during
World War II—an epic tale of family, separation, divided loyalties, love,
reconciliation, loss, and redemption—this is a riveting chronicle of
U.S.–Japan relations and the Japanese experience in America. After
their father’s death, Harry, Frank, and Pierce Fukuhara—all born and
raised in the Pacific Northwest—moved to Hiroshima, their mother’s
ancestral home. Eager to go back to America, Harry returned in the
late 1930s. Then came Pearl Harbor. Harry was sent to an internment
camp until a call came for Japanese translators and he dutifully
volunteered to serve his country. Back in Hiroshima, his brothers
Frank and Pierce became soldiers in the Japanese Imperial Army. As
the war raged on, Harry, one of the finest bilingual interpreters in the
United States Army, island-hopped across the Pacific, moving ever
closer to the enemy—and to his younger brothers. But before the
Fukuharas would have to face each other in battle, the U.S. detonated
the atomic bomb over Hiroshima, gravely injuring tens of thousands of
civilians, including members of their family. Alternating between the
American and Japanese perspectives, Midnight in Broad Daylight
captures the uncertainty and intensity of those charged with the
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fighting as well as the deteriorating home front of Hiroshima—as
never told before in English—and provides a fresh look at the dropping
of the first atomic bomb. Intimate and evocative, it is an indelible
portrait of a resilient family, a scathing examination of racism and
xenophobia, an homage to the tremendous Japanese American
contribution to the American war effort, and an invaluable addition to
the historical record of this extraordinary time.
Clinical practice related to sleep problems and sleep disorders has
been expanding rapidly in the last few years, but scientific research is
not keeping pace. Sleep apnea, insomnia, and restless legs syndrome
are three examples of very common disorders for which we have little
biological information. This new book cuts across a variety of medical
disciplines such as neurology, pulmonology, pediatrics, internal
medicine, psychiatry, psychology, otolaryngology, and nursing, as well
as other medical practices with an interest in the management of sleep
pathology. This area of research is not limited to very young and old
patientsâ€"sleep disorders reach across all ages and ethnicities. Sleep
Disorders and Sleep Deprivation presents a structured analysis that
explores the following: Improving awareness among the general public
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and health care professionals. Increasing investment in
interdisciplinary somnology and sleep medicine research training and
mentoring activities. Validating and developing new and existing
technologies for diagnosis and treatment. This book will be of interest
to those looking to learn more about the enormous public health
burden of sleep disorders and sleep deprivation and the strikingly
limited capacity of the health care enterprise to identify and treat the
majority of individuals suffering from sleep problems.
Japan’s monastic warriors have fared poorly in comparison to the
samurai, both in terms of historical reputation and representations in
popular culture. Often maligned and criticized for their involvement in
politics and other secular matters, they have been seen as figures
separate from the larger military class. However, as Mikael Adolphson
reveals in his comprehensive and authoritative examination of the
social origins of the monastic forces, political conditions, and warfare
practices of the Heian (794–1185) and Kamakura (1185–1333) eras,
these "monk-warriors"(sôhei) were in reality inseparable from the
warrior class. Their negative image, Adolphson argues, is a construct
that grew out of artistic sources critical of the established temples
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from the fourteenth century on. In deconstructing the sôhei image and
looking for clues as to the characteristics, role, and meaning of the
monastic forces, The Teeth and Claws of the Buddha highlights the
importance of historical circumstances; it also points to the fallacies
of allowing later, especially modern, notions of religion to exert undue
influence on interpretations of the past. It further suggests that,
rather than constituting a separate category of violence, religious
violence needs to be understood in its political, social, military, and
ideological contexts.
The Teeth and Claws of the Buddha
A Japanese American Family Caught Between Two Worlds
The Writings of Joshua Fogel
The Linguistic Turn in Contemporary Japanese Literary Studies
An Unmet Public Health Problem
The Columbia Sourcebook of Literary Taiwan
Sleep Disorders in Adolescents
"A detailed study of three major naval operations of World War II. These three, initiated by imperial Japan,
took place in the Pacific and resulted in the battles of the Coral Sea, Midway/Aleutians, and the Philippine
Sea. All the cases provide ample background on the geographic and strategic context of the operations, as
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well as an account of the unfolding of the action utilizing much primary source material in, especially,
American and Japanese archives"--Provided by publisher.
It has been 25 years since publication of the most recent English language summary of the geology of Japan.
This book offers an up-to-date comprehensive guide for those interested both in the geology of the Japanese
islands and geological processes of island arcs in general. It contains contributions from over 70 different
eminent researchers in their fields and is divided into 12 main chapters.
With most of the world's advanced economies now stuck in recession; Western support for defense cuts and
nuclear disarmament increasing; and a major emerging Asian power at odds with its neighbors and the
United States; it is tempting to think our times are about to rhyme with a decade of similar woes—the
disorderly 1930s.Might we again be drifting toward some new form of mortal national combat? Or, will
our future more likely ape the near-half-century that defined the Cold War—a period in which tensions
between competing states ebbed and flowed but peace mostly prevailed by dint of nuclear mutual fear and
loathing?The short answer is, nobody knows. This much, however, is clear: The strategic military
competitions of the next 2 decades will be unlike any the world has yet seen. Assuming U.S., Chinese,
Russian, Israeli, Indian, French, British, and Pakistani strategic forces continue to be modernized and
America and Russia continue to reduce their strategic nuclear deployments, the next arms race will be run by
a much larger number of contestants—with highly destructive strategic capabilities far more closely matched
and capable of being quickly enlarged than in any other previous period in history.
Semiconductor Materials for Solar Photovoltaic Cells
The Effects of Atomic Bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Beauty Up
Creativity in Music Education
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Artists, Publishers and Masterworks: 1680 - 1900
The New York Times Film Reviews
Japanese Operations in the Southwest Pacific Area Volume 2
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